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What’s Inside:

Welcome to the Spring 2006 edition of the JustUsBoys.com 
Magazine, your totally free pocket guide to the sexier side 
of the gay Internet. This magazine is the print counter-
part to the popular JustUsBoys.com online entertainment 
portal and community for gay men. The JustUsBoys.com 
magazine and website are here to help you find the very 
best in online gay adult entertainment… be sure to check 
us out before you search!
 
We had the pleasure of interviewing some very interesting 
and outspoken people for this issue. First, Michael Lucas 
talks about how he went from young lawyer to gay porn lu-
minary, his very successful year, and his latest project, Bar-
celona Nights. We also spoke at length with the founder of 
Hot Desert Knights about the state of the porn industry 
and his controversial stance on bareback porn. Finally, we 
check in with the very sexy Reese, one of Randy Blue’s to-
tally hot models.
 
If you’ve visited JustUsBoys.com recently you already 
know that we’ve recently completed a major redesign of 
the entire website. The new design, and dynamic homep-
age, should make it much easier to find out exactly what’s 
going on in the world of online erotica. We also added 
some great new features, including a comprehensive web-
site review system, and a new “Eye Candy” feature that’s 
updated every single day and let’s you preview some of the 
hottest sites on the Net.
 
As always, a special thanks goes out to our advertisers for 
making the JustUsBoys.com Magazine possible. Please 
visit them and tell them JUB sent you!

MICHAEL LUCAS
LIVING HIS AMERICAN DREAM 
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ACTIVE DUTY
WWW.ACTIVEDUTY.COM

Whether you’re a veteran surfer, or new to search-
ing out hot, original sites, now’s the perfect time 
to enlist at Dink Flamingo’s ActiveDuty.com 
website. This award winning site is packed full of 
exclusive real military men. 

Dink just celebrated the release of his 100th film, 
quite an achievement for an independent studio. 
You might have heard about the site and some 
of its recruits in the news recently… as the U.S. 
Army came down pretty hard on the soldiers 
who participated in some of Dink’s videos. 
 
With over 475 galleries already onboard, you’re 
sure to find everything from naked sailors to 
hardcore army engagements! 
 
Visit ActiveDuty.com or check out the full re-
view and free previews on JustUsBoys.com!

MUSCLE ADONIS
WWW.MUSCLEADONIS.COM

Men with bodies that simply don’t quit… that’s 
what’s you get at MuscleAdonis.com in the form 
of photos and videos for hours of enjoyment. 
We’re not talking mega body builders with mus-
cles popping in places you didn’t know existed. 
These guys are all muscular, but well defined and 
well proportioned.
 
The layout is clean and it is a treat to visit. In ad-
dition to the frequently updated photo and video 
galleries, you’ll find a chat room and a blog. All of 
that is hot… but our favorite feature is the weekly 
cam show given by these hunky specimens. Log 
on for a hot, and completely live, cam session that 
will let you chat with a gorgeous guy as he flexes 
and performs to a thrilling conclusion!
 
Visit MuscleAdonis.com or check out the full
review and free previews on JustUsBoys.com!

MEN - WHAT’S HOT RIGHT NOW?
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Recently JUB had the opportunity to sit down 
with the owner of an extremely popular yet 
somewhat controversial porn company.  Hot 
Desert Knights has a non apologetic view 
but you have to admire the straight forward 
and honest stance that they take with their 
business. 

JUB: How did Hot Desert Knights come to be?
HDK: Actually the story is kind of unique. In 
1998, we started having bareback parties at our 
home in Palm Springs. They grew from just a 
few friends to more than 60 guys each month. 
We finally had to move them from our home to 
a nearby gay resort in town because of the large 
number of men who were attending. At the time, 
we owned a business that produced safety train-
ing videos for industry and private corporations. 
At the end of one of the parties we were sitting 
around relaxing and one of the guys said, “you 
guys make videos, right?” We said yes and he 
said, “well, why don’t you make bareback fuck 
videos?” We started thinking about it, did some 
research on the net to see if there was a market. In 
February 1999, we produced our first two and put 
them on the net to see what happened. They were 
a hit and we’ve been producing them ever since.
 

JUB: It is a very controversial subject and I’m 
sure our readers want to know... Why bareback 
videos?
HDK: Easy question to answer. We don’t like 
condoms and never use them. We don’t like the 
“mystery” condoms that magically appear in vid-
eos. One minute it’s not there, and the next there 
it is. We think that a lot of “bare backing” is go-
ing on because guys are sick and tired of being 
preached at and feel that as adults they are free to 
do as they choose. Same way for our videos. We 
don’t encourage unsafe sex, but we do say that as 
adults we are free to make our own decisions. We 
are free to make bareback videos and offer them 
to the public as a fantasy. If there is a market for 

bareback videos, then obviously we are filling a 
need. Many of the guys who buy our videos tell 
us that they buy them because it fulfills a fantasy 
for them. Many other guys tell us they buy them 
because they do, in fact, bareback and that they 
are tired of seeing videos made with condoms. 
So, as long as the demand is there, we will con-
tinue to provide them to our customers.
  

JUB: How do you find your guys?
HDK: Actually, they find us.  We have an appli-
cation on our web site for models.  We receive 
applications daily and at any given time we nor-
mally have between 800 and 900 applications on 
file.
 

JUB: What do you look for in an HDK model?
HDK: For the most part we look for average guys.  
We’ve never been interested in filming the type 
of models that you see in films by Falcon or Cata-
lina.    Our type of guys is the kind of guy that 
if you saw him in a bar you wouldn’t be intimi-
dated by him and would be willing to approach 
him.  That’s not to say that we haven’t had some 
absolutely drop dead gorgeous models film for us 
but for the most part we’d rather have average, 
handsome guys in our films.  We also aren’t too 
concerned about age.  Unlike most studios who 
seems to prefer younger guys, the average age 

of our models tend to be mid thirties and we’ve 
filmed a number of really handsome “men” who 
were in their forties and fifties.

JUB: You have some great titles.  If you had to 
pick your favorite HDK video what would it be?  
Why?
HDK: That’s easy, it would be Hole Hunters.  
Nothing but real men having real sex with reck-
less abandon in our Dungeon.  The last scene of 
the “unedited” version featured a Daddy having 
sex with his two boys and contained everything 
from fucking to fisting to water sports. Very hot 
scene.
 

JUB: I noticed in some of your recent releases 
like “Backseat Butt Fuckers” you are going 
more towards European jocks.  Will we be see-
ing a lot more videos with hot European guys 
from Hot Desert Knights?

HDK: We are going to continue using the Euro-
pean jock look for some of our films because we 
get many requests from customers for those kind 
of guys.  But, we also get many requests for the 
older, more mature, kind of “rough around the 
edges” kind of guys doing more hardcore things, 
so look for several of those coming out in the 
near future.

Hot Desert
KNIGHTS
CANDID & CONTROVERSIAL
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CircleJerkBoys.com
Not a twink site and certainly not an old guy
site... Circle Jerk Boys is in a category all its own.
The guys are mostly rugged looking and the mix of 
types is really appealing… Latinos, white guys, black 
guys, its all here and all are good looking.

You really do need to take some quality time to pe-
ruse the site’s entire collection of models. There’s a 
slew of them, with easy to follow links for streaming 
videos, mpegs, and pictures. Each model has a photo 
gallery and at least one very hot video that’s bound to 
get your blood pumping. If hardcore or group settings 
are your thing… you’ll love the various duo and trio 
videos available with membership. The photography 
is great, the site is easy to navigate, and they update 
every week without fail. This is definitely a worthy 
place to spend your entertainment dollars.
 
Visit CircleJerkBoys.com or check out the full
 review and free previews on JustUsBoys.com!
 

Berlin-Male.com
Sure, it’s Euro-cool and packed with uber-sexy men 
engaged in all sorts of solo and couple fun. It’s also a 
fresh new look at man-on-man action in that legend-
ary city of sin, and it also happens to be just plain hot! 
Welcome to Berlin-Male, the site that offers you an ar-
ray of man-flesh that will quickly warm your blood to 
a boil in spite of the cold weather of the Father Land. 
Berlin-Male proves that some things actually grow 
larger in cold weather, by presenting a huge array of 
beautiful models to drive the point home. 

Starting from the Berlin-Male preview page, you be-
gin to get a sense of the professionalism of this site 
from the neat eye-catching design and navigation. 
Once in the member’s area you’ll have full access to 
over 134 models, thousands of photos, and over 600 
high quality videos that can be streamed or down-
loaded. The site also holds many surprises that will 
have you eagerly renewing your membership.
 
Visit Berlin-Male.com or check out the full review 
and free previews on JustUsBoys.com!

JOCKS
WHATS HOT RIGHT NOW?
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Michael Lucas
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JUB: Wow!  What a great year for you.   Con-
gratulations on your recent wins.  What in-
spired you to do “Dangerous Liaisons”? 

MICHAEL: Well, I loved the book.  I read it in 
school when I was about 14 years old.  I thought it 
was an amazing; sexually charged and sophisti-
cated.  After I saw the film with John Malcovitch 
and Glenn Close, I went out and bought all 5 ver-
sions of the film from Cruel Intentions onward.  
I thought to myself that there is only one version 
missing: a porn version where fucking actually 
happens!

JUB: I noticed that in the movie you also includ-
ed some interviews with some great celebrities.  
Tell us about your favorite celebrity interview 
moment.

MICHAEL: Every celebrity has their own thing.  
The turnout of each celebrity appearance was al-
ways unexpected.  I thought the interview with 
Bruce Villanch would be incredibly playful, but 
it turned into quite a serious conversation.  Gra-
ham Norton on the other hand was fun, and I 
think it was also the easiest interview to do.  Boy 
George was quite difficult, Hedda Lettuce had 
a great time with her interviews and Michael 
Musto was very sharp, and as always a great 
contribution.  Amanda Lepore, well she didn’t 
have to say much.  I enjoyed just sitting next to 
her and watching her lips move!  Most fun- no 
doubt- Lady Bunny.  She’s hilarious.  All of them 
are great friends and wonderful talents.  I am 
thankful they were brave enough to appear in a 
porn flick.  All of them deserve my applause.  

JUB: So tell me a little bit about how you got 
your start.  You are obviously a very attractive 
guy.  Were you involved with modeling?

MICHAEL: Well I was still at college, I was 
modeling in Moscow, and then in France and 
Germany.  But I thought, my god how boring 
to stand in line and wait for some tired fashion 
queen to look at you like an animal!  I wanted 

to go for something where I can just get what I 
want without wasting my time.   But I still bring a 
lot of fashion to my films and photography.  The 
difference is that now I hire photographers, they 
don’t hire me.

JUB: When I watch your films there is some-
thing different about them.  You really seem 
to spend time actually creating a plot, caring 
about your locations and even fashion.  Is that 
what sets Lucas Entertainment apart from your 
competition?

MICHAEL: Yes!  I love beautiful things.  I am 
a very visual person.  If I go to an Opera, I want 
to see a beautiful set; I don’t want to see a mod-
ern, ugly set.  Same thing with films.  I want to 
see beautifully dressed actors with nice haircuts.  
Not just fucking their brains out which is always 
in my films anyway.  I also think that the charac-
ters should have sex with a reason.  A little story 
can only make it hotter.  Knowing why the guys 
are there in the first place can help a viewer re-
late, and it can resonate. 

JUB: The photo of you on our cover was shot in 
Israel.  What took you over to Israel and did you 
actually shoot porn in the Promised Land?

MICHAEL: I always wanted to go to Israel.  Part 
of my family lives there and I feel strongly about 
my roots.  The opportunity to visit my first time 
came 3 years ago when I visited a club and did a 
live sex show.  I did the show again in Tel Aviv 
and about 2,000 people came.  Tel Aviv is like 
New York but more open minded.   It is the gay 
Mecca of the Middle East.  The first time I did a 
show in Tel Aviv, I fucked Rob Ramos on stage.   
The second time I fucked Wilfried Knight.   Peo-
ple were ecstatic.  This year I went just for fun 
and my photographer friend Ron Ackerman 
took beautiful shots of me, and we spent one day 
in the desert with Mr. Gay Israel 2005.  It was my 
winter vacation, but there was no performance 
that time.
  

MICHAEL
LUCAS

LIVING HIS 
AMERICAN
D R E A M

JUB: You are the only uncut Jewish Guy I know. 

MICHAEL: This is nothing surprising.  It’s a 
very common thing if you keep in mind that 
I grew up in the Soviet Union.  Most Russian 
Jewish guys are uncut.  There is nowhere to get 
circumcised and most Russian families did not 
want to do this to their kids because of great 
anti-Semitism.  My parents didn’t want their 
kid to be laughed at, and to be honest. I am 
quite happy they didn’t do it.  I am still Jewish 
even with this extra piece of skin.
 
JUB: What challenges do you face by be-
ing in the adult industry?

MICHAEL: To be very honest, I’ve only 
benefited from being in this industry.  
Everything I have in my life from my 
beautiful apartment in Chelsea to 
my great company and 
staff came from 
porn.  I would 
never have been 
able to meet these 
people if I became a 
lawyer. I graduated from 
Law School in Russia.  Had I followed that route 
in life, I would not have nearly the interesting 
life I live now.  I have fulfilled my own interpre-
tation of the American Dream and I am feel very 
privileged for how everything has turned out. 

JUB: Tell me a bit more about your next project, 
“Barcelona Nights”.

MICHAEL: Well, it was a very challenging proj-
ect because Barcelona is not as convenient as 
New York for filming.  But, of course the sex is 
amazing and the guys are gorgeous.  I also sport 
a new bald look for this film.  I promise it is the 
only time you’ll see this style, because my hair is 
back for good.  You will also see Wilfried Knight 
in his first film since Dangerous Liaisons, along 
with a host of stunning new faces.  We also try to 
give viewers a taste of Barcelona nightlife.

We recently met up with Michael at the 2006 GayVN 
Awards where his company took home 5 Awards in-
cluding Best Picture, Best Supporting Actor, Best 
Screenplay, Best Pro/Am Release, and Best DVD Extras 
for “Dangerous Liaisons”. There is no doubt why this 
film did so well this year. Right now you can get your 
own copy at a great discount by visiting 
LucasEntertainment.com. 

http://www.lucasentertainment.com


GAYASIANAMATEURS.COM
Webmaster Suki says it best… “Chinese, Thai,
Filipino, you name it and I bring it to you!” Right
from the sexy cartoon drawing on the homepage, 
you can tell you are in for a treat here. And one of the 
things that make this site so hot is that the clips are 
all real amateur movies shot specifically for the site. 
 
I’m also a big fan of stories and these were very 
creative and fun. They reminded me of the Japanese 
Anime cartoons I’ve seen but with lots of hot, steamy 
sex. And with titles such as “Internet Sexperience” 
and “Japanese Sex Train”, how could you not want to 
take a look!

Why go searching through galleries and galleries of 
American and Euro twinks if you really only want 
Asian guys? The pricing for this high quality, creative 
site is great for the excellent collection of amateur 
models you’ll find here.
 
Visit GayAsianAmateurs.com or check out the full 
review and free previews on JustUsBoys.com!
 
MIAMIBOYZ.COM
Have you ever visited a site only to feel like you’re ex-
pected to know the menu ahead of time? Well, you’ll 
be pleasantly surprised when you visit 
MiamiBoyz.com and click the “New Member” link to 
quickly get the lay of the land. That kind of attention 
to detail will give you the warm fuzzies, but you’re 
here for the guys… and they’re definitely worth the 
wait.
 
The site features amazing Latino guys from the 
streets of Miami and Los Angeles and the selection 
is impressive. The photos are all high quality, with 
galleries set up like a contact sheet for you to pick and 
choose, or you can run a slide show for hands-free 
viewing, if ya know what we mean. The videos are all 
really good quality too, and most come in both Real 
and Windows Media formats with an option for high 
or low bandwidth. If Latino guys are your thing… 
you’ll be spending lots of time here!
 
Visit MiamiBoyz.com or check out the full review 
and free previews on JustUsBoys.com!

TWINKS
WHATS HOT RIGHT NOW?
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A FRESH LOOK AT AN OLD FRIEND

MANCHECK
From Amateur to Vintage, MANcheck has it, in spades. With webmasters and notable gay porn site 
sponsors supplying a steady stream of hot gay porn pics and video galleries, there’s never a lack of 
something new to check out on this premium Adult Entertainment Network (AEN) system. 
 
If you’re new to the porn world or haven’t heard of AEN before, here’s a quick overview of what it’s 
all about. AEN sites provide a central login point that gives the surfer access to literally thousands of 
galleries supplied by a multitude of webmasters for one fee with one password. Along with bringing 

a multitude of mini-sites into the system, the AEN usually has a 
central members area that provides access to other membership 
goodies like men’s magazines, full video downloads and video 
streaming channels, live chat, webcam access and more.
 
And that is just what you will get as a member to MANcheck: 
access to over 31,520 sites with a regular yearly membership pass 
(only $19.95 for a year). If you upgrade to MANcheck’s Premium 
Pass, you’ll enjoy a ton of premium gay entertainment.  There 
are specially submitted sites that adhere to a set of standards in 
order to quality for Premium status, plus MANcheck supplies 
feeds and features like the MANcheck Cinema, Sexgaymes, 
Prague Buddies, Dude Dorm, Key West Dudes and more. All of 
this translates into literally hundreds of hours of gay porn en-
tertainment.
 
The premium sites are just as rewarding as signing on for a 
regular paysite. Premium site owners have to update their sites 
regularly to remain on MANcheck’s premium list, so you’re es-
sentially getting hundreds of paysites for one price. And since 
some really big producers of gay porn use MANcheck to show-
case their new models, you’re often treated to new and exclu-
sive content about the same time the model shows up on their 
flagship site! Pretty cool, eh? Not to mention that there isn’t a 
day that goes by that you won’t find something new inside the 
MANcheck Network. It’s that active and that popular!
 
Overall news for those that haven’t stopped by the site in a while 
is a complete remodel of the MANcheck entry pages and site 
tour. They now offer both a static and a fancy flash version of the 
tour, which is pretty cool to watch. The site indexes have been 
updated, and a lot of the newer sites are showing up now in the 
featured listings. New productions have been added, and every-
thing is looking clean, fresh and inviting. And that’s just what 
I’m about to do … invite you to take a fresh look at an old friend, 
www.MANcheck.com.

Contributed by: Bec Harpold
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BEAR FILMS
WWW.BEARFILMS.COM

Even those of us who love muscle studs and pret-
ty boy types need a break now and then. Enter 
BearFilms.com. If you aren’t familiar with the 
bear scene, this site is a great introduction, as it’s 
full of husky men, burly truck driver types, and 
beefy construction workers. Bear lovers will re-
ally appreciate the exclusive photos and videos 
shot by guys who dig these guys as much as you.

BearFilms.com puts everything at your finger-
tips in an easy to use taskbar at the top of the 
page. With one click you can have access to each 
of their many features including Action Pics, 
Video Clips, and Stories. The exclusive content 
on BearFilms is a breath of fresh air for men who 
are into real men. 
 
Visit BearFilms.com or check out the full review 
and free previews on JustUsBoys.com!

MIX IT UP BOY
WWW.MIXITUPBOY.COM

Ready for some down and dirty all male hard-
core? How about mixing it up with some incred-
ibly hot Black and Latino men? MixItUpBoy.com 
will take care of your hunger. Produced by the 
guys from the Flava Works studio, all the content 
on Mix It Up Boy is exclusive, with hot and fit 
hunks ready, willing and able to put up and put 
out. You won’t want to miss the steamy three-way 
with Jalaiop, Freaky Kurt and Maze amongst the 
growing collection of videos already onsite. 

We counted well over 95 movies already online, 
and each one has a full photo gallery to go with it. 
There are some other bells and whistles as well, 
but the hot hardcore is what will keep you com-
ing back!
 
Visit MixItUpBoy.com or check out the full re-
view and free previews on JustUsBoys.com!

MORE HOT SPOTS ON THE WEB!
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Up Close and Personal with...

JUB: What do you like best about working in 
the adult industry?

REESE: I like cumming, and meeting new peo-
ple, then cumming on new people, and cumming 
again…. Though the most important thing of all 
is working with RandyBlue.com.

JUB: How were you discovered by Randy Blue?

REESE: Let’s say……….I know people. 

JUB: Tell me something about yourself that 
your fans may not know but they would be in-
terested to find out?

REESE: This one time I was using my dick pump, 
with the release valve taped off so I could be 
hands free.  I thought I’d be about 10-15 minutes.  
I was lying down, then fell asleep and woke up 8 
hours later.  My precious cock was purple for a 
freaking week.

JUB: You have an awesome body.  What do you 
do to keep in shape?

REESE: My take on working out and dieting is 
fairly extreme, so I couldn’t explain it here.  Oh 
and thank you for the compliment. 

JUB: I couldn’t help but notice when I was 
watching your first video shoot on RandyBlue.
com that you had the most amazing ass, you 
seemed to really get into fingering it.  Does that 
mean that we may get to see you bottom in a 
future video?

REESE: You know my tight virgin ass has been 
thinking about it for a while, but it’s a big step for 
me.  So things will have to be just right, to make 
it happen.

JUB: Are you currently in a relationship? 

REESE: At the moment I am just window shop-
ping, so you better go on sale.

JUB: What is your best quality?

REESE: Since I’ve jacked off more then 10,000 
times and that no exaggeration, I’m going to have 
to go with that one. 

REESE
RandyBlue.com has done it again with his newest exclusive model. Reese is 
not just another hot muscle stud (with an amazing body and one the best 
asses we’ve seen), but he’s also a great guy! We recently had the chance to get 

up close and personal with him, and we enjoyed every minute!

Age: 23
Height: 5’8”
Weight: 180 lbs
Waist Size: 30”
Shoe Size: 10
Straight/Bi/Gay: Bi
Favorite Food: A Big Juicy Kielbasa
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Offers On-Site Free Confidential 

visit PureVanilla.com

http://www.gayeroticexpo.com
http://www.allgaydirectory.com
http://www.perfectguyz.com
http://www.idlube.com
http://www.fiskyfans.org
http://www.bananaguide.com
http://www.circlejerkboys.com
http://www.extrabigdicks.com
http://www.menover30.com
http://www.truetwinks.com
http://www.boysgonebad.com


http://www.yourprivates.com
http://www.lucasentertainment.com
http://www.blakemason.com


http://www.corbinfisher.com

